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However, the most distinguishing factor of the game is the integration of multiplayer. The first title was not plagued by an online multiplayer mode.
However, this time the player can enter a cooperative 3-on-3 scenario mode that enables three players to battle to reclaim 3 terminals from opposing
Autobots and Decepticons and one player to battle to command their own team of two to six. Unlike War For Cybertron, the player characters can be left
behind in the middle of these cooperative missions and players can also play as individual bots. Transforming to vehicle form, the player can enter
Transforming Multiplayer, which is like the previous game but using the joystick to drive and the accelerator and brake to steer. This feature is notable in
the multiplayer because it allows players to receive damage for the first time. Unlike its predecessor, the controls are designed to be fast and responsive
for quicker gameplay, which doesn't go unnoticed by star of War for Cybertron and Transformers: Rise of the Fallen Michael Bay. The player must then
climb around the battlefield to outmaneuver their opponents. Matchmaking can be initiated either by the developer or via the players themselves, which
results in either random or co-operative matches. Although it was designed to be a multiplayer game, the developers also disabled auto-spectator as a
result of complaints that players felt like they were playing a game in which they would always be on the receiving end of an aggressive player. However,
the most commonly seen multiplayer practice is competitive and unlike other shooters, Transformers is not a best-of-three affair as the player faces
waves of enemies instead of having to defeat a single opponent at a time. The co-operative mission is limited to a 3-on-3 four round match. The first
round involves the player and three other bots to capture a given number of terminals (2, 4, or 6) from the opposing team. The defending bots are then
eliminated in successive rounds until one team has captured all terminals.
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the core combat system is one of the best-designed in the game. first, you can't die in fall of cybertron. if you're defeated, you enter an energon-induced
stasis in which your character is repaired and a healing wave passes over them. before you get an opportunity to recover, you'll be dumped back in to the
match with a full health bar. this system eliminates frustration from one-hit-wonders or long runs to the finish line. the combat still remains difficult, but a
missed shot won't mean you're dead. making matters worse, autobots and decepticons have different combat styles: autobots strike first, but they can't
move as far and they can't move as fast. decepticons, on the other hand, can move faster and strike first, but they cannot attack for long and they can't

move as far. this means autobots have to be more aggressive and be prepared for decepticons to strike unexpectedly, while decepticons have to be
patient and be ready for a counter-attack. in addition to the real-time action, you can opt for the classical turn-based combat for a more tactical

experience. this is where the game's biggest change comes into play, in the form of a two-player split-screen. each player controls one of the two factions
on either side of the split-screen, which can be switched at any time. the split-screen in fall of cybertron is a much-needed addition, as it allows for more

strategic play, while still being able to talk to your partner and help out if they're in trouble. it's important to have a good partner, as even the most
competent player can have trouble surviving if their partner is down. the co-op mode has a story-driven campaign mode with puzzles and combat

sequences and character-specific objectives. it's a great time, and it's free of the pay-to-win mechanics that plagued war for cybertron. 5ec8ef588b
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